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Why is Dashboard Builder interesting to a business reader? 
Large and small businesses alike rely on Microsoft Access 
to run key elements of their business, from departmental 
databases to small business CRM, Access regularly steps 
in as a cost-effective solution to track daily business 
information.  While Access is excellent for storing 
information, it is strongly lacking in terms of packaged 
analysis and intelligence. 
 
Your readers will be interested in Dashboard Builder for 
Microsoft Access because it solves a common problem 
they face:  getting meaningful information out of their 
Access data without becoming a software developer.  
Microsoft sources we've spoken to have given an 
approximate number of 12 million Microsoft Access users 
worldwide.  A large number of those users struggle to 
effectively analyze their data to make better decisions. 

 
 

 

"Because of lack of information, 

processes, and tools, through 2012, more 

than 35 percent of the top 5,000 global 

companies will regularly fail to make 

insightful decisions about significant 

changes in their business and markets." 

 

Gartner 2009 Business 

Intelligence Predictions report
1
 

 

Dashboard Builder helps users create inexpensive business intelligence dashboards directly within 

Access with no programming skills. 

What is Dashboard Builder? 
Dashboard Builder helps Microsoft Access users visualize their data using various graphs and metrics.  

Dashboard Builder guides users to define what sort of summarization they would like to see without the 

need for strong SQL query language skills. 

 

                                                           
1
 "Gartner Reveals Five Business Intelligence Predictions for 2009 and 

Beyond", http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=856714 

Dashboard Builder is able to present users 

with different visualizations directly within 

Access - at a fraction of the cost of 

enterprise Business Intelligence solutions. 

http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=856714
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Getting started with Dashboard Builder 
Dashboard Builder does not require installation.  Simply unzip the contents of the download file to a 

folder, and double click the "Dashboard Builder for Access..." database file on a PC with Microsoft Access 

2000 or higher. 

To begin working with Dashboard Builder, you can review the sample data and dashboards in the file.  

Alternatively, you can integrate Dashboard Builder with an existing database, or link to the tables from 

another Access, SQL Server, or MySQL database. 

The following tutorials are available to help with creating metrics, graphs, and managing advanced 

aspects of the product: 

 Setting up Dashboard Builder metrics 
 Working with Dashboard Builder Professional 
 Basic Dashboard Customization - Adding a logo and resizing dashboards 
 Linking Dashboard Builder to SQL Server or MySQL Server 

Related products from OpenGate 

UI Builder for Microsoft Access 

Add powerful menu navigation system and advanced, pre-built features for your existing databases, or a 

database created with our Designer product.  Packed with the essential features every MS Access 

database needs, without requiring hours of Visual Basic.  Click to learn more>> 

Designer for Microsoft Access 

Create Access database tables fields, relationships, and data entry forms without being a database 

expert.  Designer walks users through the database creation process with a plain-language Q&A wizard, 

and automates the difficult work of creating tables, relationships, and user forms.  Click to learn more>> 

 

About OpenGate Software 
We provide powerful solutions for business applications based on Microsoft Access. More than 5,000 

users worldwide rely on OpenGate solutions to help power their businesses.  OpenGate Software is 

based in Aurora, Colorado and has been creating Microsoft Access applications since 2001. 
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